


This week, we are going to look at some more words that 
contain a silent letter.

build whirl honest gnashbuild whirl honest gnash

Which is the silent letter in each of these words?

Can you spot some more of your silent letter spelling words 
in the following game?



guide

Say What You See!

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9Reveal Answer

Click on the panels to reveal the illustration behind.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 

Which letter is silent? 
Discuss it with a 

partner. 

Can you use the word 
in a sentence with an 

ambitious verb?



whale

Say What You See!

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9Reveal Answer

Click on the panels to reveal the illustration behind.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 

Which letter is silent? 
Discuss it with a 

partner. 

Can you use the word 
in a sentence with an 

ambitious verb?



gnome

Say What You See!

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9Reveal Answer

Click on the panels to reveal the illustration behind.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 

Which letter is silent? 
Discuss it with a 

partner. 

Can you use the word 
in a sentence with an 

ambitious verb?



gnaw

Say What You See!

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9Reveal Answer

Click on the panels to reveal the illustration behind.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 

Which letter is silent? 
Discuss it with a 

partner. 

Can you use the word 
in a sentence with an 

ambitious verb?



wheat

Say What You See!

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9Reveal Answer

Click on the panels to reveal the illustration behind.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 

Which letter is silent? 
Discuss it with a 

partner. 

Can you use the word 
in a sentence with an 

ambitious verb?



guard

Say What You See!

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9Reveal Answer

Click on the panels to reveal the illustration behind.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 

Which letter is silent? 
Discuss it with a 

partner. 

Can you use the word 
in a sentence with an 

ambitious verb?



surprise

Say What You See!

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9Reveal Answer

Click on the panels to reveal the illustration behind.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 

Which letter is silent? 
Discuss it with a 

partner. 

Can you use the word 
in a sentence with an 

ambitious verb?



Here are your spelling words for this week.

Work hard to 
learn the silent 
letters in the 

spellings.

build

guide

guard

wheat

whale

honest

whirl

gnome

gnaw

surprise




